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Abstract: The concept of sensory space was first formulated over 25 years ago and has been widely
adopted in oenology for around the last 15 years. It is based on both the common organoleptic
characteristics of products and the mental representations built by specific groups of people. Explor-
ing this concept involves first assessing whether it already exists for tasters, and, when this is the
case, conducting perceptual evaluations to verify its effectiveness before potentially highlighting the
associated sensory properties. The goal of this review, which focuses on applications linked to the
field of oenology, is to study how these three steps are carried out, how the corresponding tasks and
tests are performed and managed, and the type of results that can be obtained.
Keywords: sensory characterization; sensory space; descriptive sensory analysis; concept evalua-
tion; wine
1. Introduction
From the beginning of the 19th century to the mid-20th century, wine tasting was
epitomized by a poor vocabulary that mainly focused on the visual aspect and mouthfeel. In
1952, Maynard A. Amerine introduced the aromatic evaluation of wine with his Californian
wine tasting card. Sensory evaluation was developed in France between the 1950s and
the 1970s as a tool to validate protected designated origin wines, resulting in a need for
words to describe typicality. The first approaches involved the development of descriptive
analyses that generally used natural products as references [1].
The notion of sensory space was introduced later by Dacremont and Vickers [2] and
was defined for wine by Candelon et al. [3] as the common character of different aromatic
expressions that would subsist beyond all diversity. According to Picard [4], a sensory
space is a relatively broad notion based on sensory criteria and mental representations
of a product constructed by a group of individuals. Many studies have adopted the
characterization of sensory space in order to explore sensory concepts. For instance, wine
typicality or complexity, as well as aging potential, are considered as sensory concepts, and
have been the focus of numerous oenological studies [5–8].
Moreover, investigations on sensory space can also demonstrate the influence (or
lack thereof) of the tasters’ expertise on the perceived sensory characteristics of products,
helping to characterize the tasting learning in oenology [9,10].
The aim of this paper is to gather, explain, and discuss methods that allow us to define
and describe a sensory space. To this end, various conceptual and perceptual approaches
will be explored, along with illustrations of their use in oenology. The characterization
of a sensory space can be divided into three phases (Figure 1). The first step involves
a conceptualization task in order to evaluate whether a sensory concept exists (i.e., if it
is shared by different subjects). If the sensory concept is established, the second step
involves a perceptual approach dedicated to objectively assessing the effectiveness of the
corresponding sensory space. Finally, if this space is defined, the third step comprises a
sensory approach in order to describe the associated sensory properties.
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Figure 1. Three-step approach for sensory space characterization: from concept to evaluation and description.
The present review has been organized according to this three-step approach (Figure 1).
In the first part, conceptual methods such as free association tasks used for the identification
of a sensory concept will be considered. The second and the third parts respectively present
the evaluation and description of a sensory space according to perceptual approaches.
Sorting tasks based on similarities between samples are mainly used to assess the existence
of a sensory space, whereas descriptive methods, such as conventional profiles or free
choice profiling, are generally performed to characterize it.
2. Identification of a Sensory Concept (Step 1)
The notion of sensory concept can be defined as the mental representation of the
characteristics of a food product category [9]. In order to apply sensory concepts to
specific products, it is important to understand how they can be imagined and defined
by individuals. The existence of a sensory concept can therefore only be demonstrated
through conceptual approaches that do not require the use of either sensory perception or
sensory samples.
A free association task, also known as word association, is one of the most common
qualitative methods used to identify individual mental representations and to study the
conceptual dimensions of objects or sensory concepts [11].
During an interview performed by the experimenter, participants write words or
expressions on a sheet of paper to spontaneously express what comes to mind when asked
to describe a specific subject [12]. In most cases, the instructions are presented both orally
and in written form. For example, Langlois et al. [6] applied a two-question approach,
which led to both an association task and a definition task: “What comes to mind when I say
“wine with aging potential”?”, “What do you associate with “wine with aging potential”?”,
and “If you have to give a definition of “wine with aging potential”, for you, a “wine
with aging potential” would be...” The directives for the association task could also be in
the form of a role-play, as proposed by Ginon et al. [13]: “Imagine that you are in your
usual retail store and about to buy a bottle of wine. Please list all the criteria you generally
take into account in this situation. You can cite as many expressions or terms that come
spontaneously to mind”, or as Picard et al. [8] suggested: “Imagine you have to explain to
a friend what a reductive ageing bouquet in red Bordeaux wines is. What would be the
most suitable descriptors to define it sensorially? A limit of 5 descriptors is required.”
This conceptual approach can be combined with variants in order to complete the
evaluation of an object or a specific concept [7]. Generally, the next step is an associated
verbalization task, which consists of a free description of the lexical field generated during
word association. Participants then have to assess the importance of words through a
ranking task in accordance with the instructions proposed by Parr et al.: “Now, please
prioritize the words you have just given in order of importance, with 1 being the highest
in importance.” Finally, a valence rating (an evaluation of the correlation between the
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words and the concept) is performed on a seven-point scale, anchored from the left end −3
(extremely negative) to the right end +3 (extremely positive).
Data obtained from a free association task may be analyzed by a two-step approach.
Generally, words or expressions written by each participant are not directly usable and have,
first, to be transformed according to semantic analysis as described by Symoneaux et al. [14].
This procedure mainly consists of removing spelling mistakes, cancelling connectors and
auxiliary terms, and categorizing synonyms or words linked to the same lexical field.
Hough and Ferraris [12] recommended eliminating words and sentences cited by just a
few participants as these words were not relevant. This semantic analysis is generally
performed independently by wine researchers according to their own categorization criteria,
and categories and labels for each category are established by consensus. Finally, citation
frequency is determined by two parameters according to the following formula proposed
by the occurrence frequency OF = ON/N, where ON is the number of times a word is
cited and N the total number of words cited, while the percentage of participants who
cite the same word is PF = FN/N, where FN is the number of participants who cite the
same word in question, and N the total number of participants [8]. Citation frequency is
evaluated in order to identify the most relevant words or expressions used by participants.
Textual data analysis software, such as ALCESTE (I.M.A.G.E., Toulouse, France), may serve
as an alternative to realize this semantic analysis [15]. To take the interpretation of the
results further, statistical analyses of semantic data may be performed, starting with the
construction of a distance matrix in order to apply multidimensional scaling (MDS) and
hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) [12].
A few oenological studies have used free association tasks. These suggest that, de-
pending on their goals, the selection of a suitable panel is important. Picard et al. [8]
included a free association method in their sensory approach to explore the concept of
the ageing bouquet in red Bordeaux wines via a specific panel. The panel was made up
of experts who shared a sensory definition of the aging bouquet, structured around eight
main aromatic notes.
Parr et al. [7] used a free association task to investigate the influence of expertise
on the mental representations of complexity in wine. The aim was to see whether an
expert’s mental representation of a specific sensory concept was similar to a novice’s mental
representation of the same sensory concept. The panels of novices or consumers differ from
experts as they encompass people who drink wine between once a day and once a month
and have no experience in wine evaluation or winemaking. The main criteria highlighted
by novices to characterize complexity in wine were linked to the quality (olfactory and
gustatory properties) and the brand of the wine. Conversely, wine professionals associated
the concept of wine complexity to factors dependent on vine, soil, and winemaking. Mental
representations of complexity in wine were thus shown to be different between experts and
novices. In similar vein, Rodrigues et al. [16] performed a comparative study of the mental
representations of wine minerality between wine consumers and wine professionals. They
argued that mental representations of minerality by experts and novices were similar since
the most important criteria proposed by both panels to characterize this concept were
related to the geological composition of soils and the sensory properties of the wines.
3. Perceptual Evaluation of Sensory Space (Step 2)
Once the existence of a sensory concept has been demonstrated, it can be evaluated
and confirmed from a perceptual point of view. Such approaches allow us to understand
and highlight sensory boundaries among samples. Sensory boundaries can be defined as
categories that include samples which share many similarities and many dissimilarities
with samples from other categories [9]. Samples with sensory similarities belonging to the
same category may be defined as being sensory spaces.
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Many perceptual approaches allow us to evaluate perceptive similarities and differ-
ences between samples in order to create sensory borders and thus define sensory spaces.
They are summarized in Table 1. Such sensory techniques are generally combined with
verbalization tasks in order to understand the participants’ categorization strategy [17].
In this part of the process, all the experts on the panel are professionals according to
the criteria proposed by Parr et al. [18,19], with no specific training.
3.1. Sorting Tasks
A sorting task is a qualitative method that consists of grouping samples based on
their similarities or dissimilarities. This sensory approach is a fast and efficient method to
obtain information about perceptual differences between samples belonging to a specific
product [20]. For Cartier et al. [21], a sorting task is mainly used in the sensory assess-
ment of products as it is less time-consuming than other methods and reduces fatigue
or boredom for the assessors. In addition, according to Piombino et al. [22], one of the
main advantages of this method is the possibility of evaluating a large number of samples
in just one session. The first use of a sorting task was the evaluation of perceptual odor
quality [23]. Lelièvre et al. [24] explained that a sorting task is based on a natural and
regular cognitive process called categorization. By identifying sensory similarities and
dissimilarities between samples belonging to a sensory concept, it is possible to study a
sensory space. For Bécue-Bertaut et al. [25], a sorting task provides an assessment of a
sensory product from a global perspective and allows for comparisons between different
participant behaviors (experts or consumers, for example).
Several versions of sorting tasks have been developed in the sensory field, but there
are two main variations in oenological applications: the free sorting task and the directed
sorting task [26]. Sorting tasks may be used alone or in combination with a verbalization
task where participants must define each group and how these are formed [27].
3.1.1. Free Sorting Tasks
Samples are randomly presented to the participants and the assessors must first smell
and taste each sample once in the proposed order. They are then allowed to smell and
taste samples as many times they wish and in any order. There are no constraints in the
free sorting task. For example, Bécue-Bertaut et al. [25] suggested using a sorting task to
compare the categorization strategy of red Catalan wines through a cross-cultural study,
focusing on categorization by French and Spanish wine professionals. For example, the
experimenter gave the assessors the following instruction: “Eight red Catalan wines are
placed in front of you. You are asked to group them into clusters of wines that you consider
alike, depending on your own criteria. You have to compose at least two clusters and no
more than seven. Then, you can associate the words that better characterize them to every
wine or cluster.”
Analyzing data obtained by each participant after a free sorting task allowed for the
construction of an individual matrix of similarities where rows and columns corresponded
to samples. When a participant had grouped two samples together, a value of 1 was
attributed at the intersection of a row and a column on the matrix. However, when two
samples were not gathered, a value of 0 was attributed at the intersection of a row and
a column. Then, individual matrices were added in order to obtain a global matrix of
similarities. Finally, the global matrix was analyzed by MDS and HCA in order to visualize
how the sorting task was performed by panelists.
Many oenological studies have used free sorting tasks to explore perceptive simi-
larities between samples related to a sensory concept, and to define a specific sensory
space [28]. Ballester et al. [5] investigated the concept of typicality, asking novices (students
from the University of Bourgogne) to categorize 18 wines related to the Chardonnay wine
concept. The authors decided to present nine wines with a low degree of typicality of the
Chardonnay wine concept and nine wines with a high degree of typicality. The results of
the ortho-nasal assessment failed to determine a specific category of the Chardonnay wine
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concept, apart from a Sauvignon wine which was located very far from others on the map
obtained by MDS. To continue investigating the concept of typicality through perceived
odors and to understand the influence of expertise on categorization, Ballester et al. [9]
asked experts and novices to compare the way they sorted Melon de Bourgogne wines and
Chardonnay wines. The study showed that experts clearly distinguished Melon de Bour-
gogne from Chardonnay wines following an ortho-nasal assessment, while novices could
not clearly separate them. The authors concluded that the experts used a top-down strategy
based on their wine knowledge, while novices sorted samples only through perceptual
characteristics as they did not have the wine expertise required. Experts had a common
mental representation of both types of wine, while novices had no common representation.
Ballester et al. [29] tried to determine whether a trained panel could properly catego-
rize wine samples according to their color (white, red, or rosé wines) in the dark through
a free sorting task. Training sessions lasted from 8 months to 2 years and included work
on the memorization of common olfactory references. The results showed that trained
participants clearly distinguished white wines from red wines, but not rosé wines. This
confused sorting outcome may be explained by the fact that rosé and white wines present
olfactory similarities, and that both red and rosé wines come from red grape varieties.
Working with a trained panel, Campo et al. [30] tried firstly to define the sensory space
of young Spanish monovarietal white wines through a free sorting task based on olfactory
similarities, and secondly to understand the influence of grape varieties on the aroma of
young Spanish monovarietal wines. Training sessions on the identification of common
odor were performed in two 1 h sessions a week. The results showed that there were no
clear categories based on grape variety and the authors concluded that grape varieties were
not the main factor affecting the sensory space of young Spanish monovarietal white wines.
3.1.2. Directed Sorting Tasks
A directed sorting task consists of providing criteria or instructions on the number
and/or the nature of groups. Chollet et al. [26] described the directed sorting task as a
variation of the sorting task, whereby participants provide a discriminatory assessment
between different categories of a specific product. The tasters may be offered a list of
descriptors to help them to sort the wines, for example. After sorting, the panelists are
asked to select the most relevant terms from the list to define each group [31].
Binary sorting tasks are mainly used to define the membership of a sample to a specific
sensory space by categorizing samples into two groups with a focus on their dissimilarities,
as described by Cartier et al. [21]. Constraints applied to assessors in a binary sorting task
depend on the experimenter’s expectations. The ternary sorting task is an extension of the
binary sorting task using a very similar method, but in this case, assessors have to form
three groups instead of two.
To analyze binary sorting data, an individual dissimilarity matrix is first constructed,
and each individual matrix is then added. These individual matrices allow identification
when two samples are grouped together. Thus, a grouping matrix is submitted to MDS.
Groups are then identified using HCA [32].
A few studies have used a binary ortho-nasal sorting task to investigate wine typicality
concepts. For example, Parr et al. [31] explored the sensory characteristics of New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc wines. The panel, composed of wine professionals selected for their
interest and their high level of expertise with regard to Sauvignon Blanc wines, had to
sort samples into “good varietal definition” or “not good varietal definition”. The study
demonstrated that wines categorized as “good varietal definition” were considered to
express Sauvignon Blanc wine typicality. Ballester et al. [29] adopted a ternary ortho-nasal
sorting task to identify the influence of level of expertise on the categorization of red,
white and rosé wines. The assessors were instructed to sort each wine sample by smelling
them in the order they were presented. Thus, and as previously noted (cf. Section 3.1.1.
Free sorting tasks), experts, novices, and trained panelists were able to characterize red
and white wines well, while the categorization of rosé wines was more challenging. The
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concept of the aging potential of red Burgundy wines was also explored through binary
sorting tasks by Jaffré et al. [32] in order to define its perception and representation by
wine professionals. The experimenter gave a simple instruction: the participants had to
sort samples according to whether they had the potential to age or not. The assessors were
allowed to smell and taste the samples. The authors showed that experts categorize wines
using visual and olfactory-gustatory assessments: wines presenting astringency and an
intense color were generally sorted as having a potential for ageing, while wines with
less astringency and a light color were categorized as without the potential to age. Taking
this further, Langlois [33] suggested the use of binary sorting tasks in two experimental
conditions: (1) an ortho-nasal evaluation and (2) a global evaluation with visual, olfactory,
and gustatory assessments. The results were similar to those obtained by Jaffré et al. [32].
3.2. Projective Mapping or Napping
Projective mapping is a rapid and qualitative sensory approach introduced in the
sensory field by Risvik et al. [34], and provides a two-dimensional perceptual map. Par-
ticipants have to place samples on a given space (generally an A4 or A3 sheet of paper)
according to the sensory similarities and dissimilarities they perceive. The closer the
samples are placed, the more they are deemed to be similar. If samples are perceived as
different, they are placed far apart on the sheet. The samples are placed next to each other,
and the assessors discriminate the samples according to their own criteria.
Napping is a specific form of projective mapping introduced by Pagès [35]. Specifically,
the sample space is a rectangular paper tablecloth (40 cm × 60 cm, globally A2 size). The
term “Napping” comes from the word “nappe”, which means “tablecloth” in French [36].
Dehlholm et al. [37] proposed two approaches to Napping: global Napping and partial
Napping. Global Napping involves the global assessment of samples, while partial Nap-
ping is performed with regard to just one sensory criterion, such as visual aspect, smell, or
tasting evaluation. According to Perrin et al. [38], Napping can be considered as a sorting
task and is useful in a sensory concept assessment. This sensory approach provides a global
sensory image of a product and can give an overall assessment of a sensory concept. Pagès
offers an example of the instructions given to participants [36]: “You are asked to evaluate
the similarities (or dissimilarities) between several wines. You have to do this according
to your own criteria, those that are significant for you. You do not have to indicate your
criteria. There is no good or bad answer. You have to position the wines on the tablecloth
in such a way that two wines are very near if they seem identical to you and two wines
are distant from one another if they seem different to you. This must be done according
to your own criteria. Do not hesitate to express strongly the differences you perceive by
using most of the sheet. When the operation is finished, write on the sheet the number of
the wine in the place it occupies.”
Napping data are obtained by collecting X and Y coordinates for each sample. Gener-
ally, the ordinate chosen is the left bottom corner of the tablecloth. The table of coordinates
gathers all the participants’ tablecloths. Concerning the statistical analysis of the data,
Pagès [36] suggested that several statistical analyses could be performed. However, the
main form of statistical analysis used for Napping data is multiple factor analysis (MFA).
Pagès [36] used a global Napping approach to explore white wines from the Loire
Valley. Samples were submitted to wine professionals (winegrowers, oenologists, and
wine waiters). The study demonstrated how the two-dimensional perception differed
from one participant to another, information that appeared difficult to obtain in another
way. The Napping results revealed that there was no overall agreement between assessors
and suggested that sensory representations of wine samples from the Loire Valley are
categorized differently between experts.
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3.3. Wine Exemplarity Concept Assessments
This approach has been used in particular to study the notion of typicality. The ex-
perimenter gave a specific instruction to participants based on the following example [3]:
“Imagine that you must explain to a friend what is a wine produced from Sciaccarello. To
explain, you can have him taste a wine. For each wine presented, you must answer the
following question: Do you consider that this wine is a good or a bad example to illustrate
to your friend what is a wine produced from Sciaccarello?” In the instructions, the experi-
menter added that there were no right or wrong answers: “For different reasons due to
growing or oenological practices, it is possible that Sciaccarello wine does not seem to you
a good example of what can be obtained from this variety. On the other hand, wine made
with another variety could seem to you a good example. Our interest is in your personal
appreciation.” The participants were required to answer on an unstructured scale, gradu-
ated from the left-end “very bad example” to the right-end “very good example”, where
good examples were perceived as the most typical of the concept under consideration.
The data obtained from the scales were converted to scores. Generally, 10 cm scales
were used and scores of 0 to 10 were obtained [5]. Principal component analysis (PCA) was
performed in order to determine a consensus among the assessors, and HCA meant that
the distribution of samples could be observed on a map along a horizontal axis. Finally,
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to classify wines into the “good example” or
“bad example” categories and to determine if any significant differences between samples
could be highlighted. PCA also allowed for an evaluation of the level of consensus between
tasters [9].
Ballester et al. [5] used the same process to investigate the Chardonnay wine concept
with a panel of experts. They showed that it was characterized by a specific aroma and
mouthfeel perceptions. Similarly, the typicality of New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc was
assessed by Parr et al. [31,39]. First, the authors investigated the distinctive “Malborough
Sauvignon Blanc” style by ortho-nasal and global evaluations of Sauvignon Blanc wines
from New Zealand and France. The panel was composed of New Zealand experts selected
on the basis of having a high experience in Sauvignon Blanc wines. Parr et al. [39] per-
formed the same study but with a panel of French experts. The results were similar for
both panels, and a sensory border between New Zealand and French Sauvignon Blanc
wines was determined. Sarrazin [40] explored the sensory properties of sweet white wines
from Bordeaux by comparing such wines from Bordeaux with sweet white wines from
other areas and dry white wines from Bordeaux. The approach led to the determination
of three distinct categories representing the three types of wines studied and proved the
existence of a sensory space that characterized the typicality of Bordeaux sweet white
wines. Pineau et al. [41] investigated the fruity expression of Bordeaux red wines from cv
Merlot Noir and Cabernet Sauvignon. Several wine samples from different origins were
presented to the assessors: red wines from Bordeaux, red wines from other areas, and white
wines. The results highlighted the existence of a Bordeaux typicality as Bordeaux red wines
were gathered into one group, whereas other samples were separated into other groups. A
similar approach was used for other sensory concepts such as the aging bouquet of red
Bordeaux wines [8].
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Table 1. Inventory of perceptual methodologies used to evaluate sensory space. Statistical analysis—MDS: multi-
dimensional scaling; HCA: hierarchical cluster analysis; MFA: multiple factor analysis; PCA: principal component analysis;
ANOVA: analysis of variance.
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aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
HCA
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 MFA [36] 
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 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lated to the classic tasting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 The need to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description f a product’s se sory attributes is ought or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products hav  to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniqu s used, the s nsory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gath red (generation of marks on a scale or deter ination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quant tative se sory dimensions of 
product . In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to ob ain consiste t a d reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divide  into hree mai  steps. The f rst step is the extensive 
raining of assessors proposed by D irou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to ach participant i dividually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspec , smelling, and tasting asses ments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Les time-consuming [21].
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nation with ultra-flash 
profiling.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lated to the classic tasting 
carried out by prof ssion-
als 
 The need to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Limits fatigue [21].
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 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lated to the classic tasting 
carried out by prof ssion-
als 
 The need to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Evaluates a larger number of
samples in 1 session [22].
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 The need to apply 
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4. Sensory S ac  Description (Step 3) 
Descriptiv  sensory analyses or d criptive nalyses encomp ss quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory des ription of products through an analyti-
cal judgeme t. D criptive analyses are ai ly ap lied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s en ry attributes is sought r when the sensory proper-
ties of differ nt products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques us d, the sensor  description may  more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two ain descriptive methodologies are g nerally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or termination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified pproaches have also been develop d. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Convention l Profiling Methods 
Co vention l profiling (CP), als  called onventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
t tive descriptive an lysis, is a classical method i troduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
th  sensory characteristics of products based on inten ity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify th  main qualit ti  and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to erform these pproaches with  extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main step . Th  first st p is the extensive 
training of assessors propose  by Dairou and Siefferma n [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
spect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
No pecific training for
participants.
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carried out by profession-
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 The need to apply 
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4. S nsory Space Description (Ste  3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptiv  analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a se sory escription of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are inly applied in ensory profiles when a de
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the se sory proper-
ties of differe t products hav  t  be comp d. However, dep nding n the descriptive
techniques used, the sensory description m y be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itativ  or quanti ative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation f marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
freque cies), but m dified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conv tional profiling (CP), lso called convention l descriptive analysis or qua ti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe
the sensory characteristi s of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Se sory 
profiles are used to ide tify the main qualitative nd quantitative ensory dimensio s of
products. In CP it is importa t to perfo m these approaches with an x e sively tra ned
panel in order to obtain consistent and re ible re ults. 
The CP pr cess can be divided nto three main st ps. The fir t step is th  extensive
training of assesso s ropose by Dairou an  Sieffermann [44]. The training essions
begin by fam liarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Pos ibili y of combinatio
with a verbalization task.
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4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analy es or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative appro ches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
tie  of different products have to be compared. H wever, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
ata are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified appr aches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
riz d in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
t tive descripti  analysis, i  a classic l method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based n intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used o identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform th se approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in ord r to obtain consis ent and reproducible results. 
The CP proc ss can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors propos d by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s se ory space, and a range of samples 
are pr sented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
descr bing their perc ption nd to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
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 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global a proach re-
lated to the classic tasting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 The need to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory S ace Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses o  descriptive nalyses encompass quantitative and 
qu litativ  appro ches, d lead to a sensory descri tion of products through an analyti-
cal judgem nt. Descriptive a lyses are mainly a pli d in sensory profiles when a de-
taile  description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
tie  of different products have to b  compared. H wever, depending on the descriptive 
techniques use , the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
it tive or quanti ative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologi s are generally considered according to the way 
ta are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
f equ ncies), but mo ified appr aches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
riz d in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventi nal Profi ing Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also alled conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
t ve descripti  analysi , i  a classic l method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
th  sensor  characteristics of products ba ed n intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
prof les re u ed o identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it i  importa t t  perform th se approaches with an extensively trained 
anel in ord r to obtain co sis ent an  eproducible re ults. 
The CP proc ss can be divide  into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessor  pr pos d by Dairou and Si ffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin b  famili rizing the panel w th the product’s e ory space, and a range of samples 
are pr sent d to each partici ant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
descr bing their p rc ptio  nd to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smell ng, and tasting a s s ments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is ntuitive technique
for panelists but th e are
ossible difficulties with
regard to memorization
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4. Sensory Space D cription (Step 3) 
Descriptive sens ry analys s r d scr ptive analyses ncompass qua tit ve an  
qualitative approaches, and lead o a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profil s when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attribu es is s ught or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products h ve to be compar d. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to he way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but m dified appr aches have also been deve oped. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Co ventional Profili g Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also call d conventional descriptive anal sis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a cl ssi al m hod i tro uc d by Ston  t al. [43] to e cribe 
the sensory charact ristics of pr ducts b sed on ntensity r ings of descriptors. Sen ory 
profiles are used o dentify t  m in qual tative and quantit tive ensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform thes  approaches with an extensively tr ined 
panel in order to obtain co sistent and reproducible results. 
The CP proces  can be div ded into three main steps. T  first step is the ext nsive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
MFA [36]
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4. Sensory S ace Descri tion (St p 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptiv  analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and l ad to a sensory escription f products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are inly appli d in sens ry profiles when  de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper
t es of differ t products hav  t  be comp r d. However, dep nding n the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description m y be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itativ  or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
freque cie ), but m dified approaches have als  b en developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Met ods 
Conv ntional profiling (CP), lso called conve tion l descriptive analysis or quanti-
at ve descriptive analysis, is a classical metho  introduced by Stone et al. [43] to d cribe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of escriptors. Sensory 
p ofiles are used to ide tify the main qualitative nd quantitative ensory dimensio s of 
products. In CP it is imp rt t to perform t se app oaches w th an xtensively trained 
pan l in order to obtain consistent and re r cible results. 
The CP pr cess can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors ropose  by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Les time-consuming
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4. Sensory Space Descr tion (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses ar  ainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed descri tion of a product’s s sory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Tw  main descriptive methodologies are ge erally co sidered according to the wa  
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determinat on of descript r ci ation 
frequencie ), but modified appro che  have als  b en developed. All of them are summa-
rized i  Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), al o called conven ional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive an lysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of product  based on intensity ratings of d criptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to dentify the m in qualitative and quantitativ  sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consist nt and rep oducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
N pec fic training for
participants.
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 The eed to a ply 
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4. Sensory S ace Descr ption (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive a alyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory descri tion of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. De c iptive analyses are mainly appli d i  s nsory p ofiles when a de-
tailed descripti n of a product’s ensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ies of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or ess objective, and may be qual
itative or quantitative [42].
Tw  main descrip ve methodologies are ge erally considered according to the wa
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or det rminat on of descr pt r citation
frequencies), but modified appro ches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized i  Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profi ing Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), al o called conv ntional descrip iv  nal sis or quanti-
tative descri t ve analysis, is a clas ical met od intro uced by Sto e e al. [43] o describe
the s ory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings f descriptors. Sensory
profiles a e used to identify the main qualitative d quantitative se sory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is im ortant to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in or er to obtain consistent and reproducible r sults. 
The CP process can be divid d into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dai ou and Sieffermann [44]. Th  training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are prese ted to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Pos ib lity of combination
with ultra-fl sh profiling.
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4. Sensory Spa e Description (Step 3) 
D criptiv  sensory a alys s or descriptive alyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative appro c es, and lead o a se sory description of products through an analyti-
ca  judgement. D scriptive analyses are ainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s ensory attribu es is sought or when the sensory proper-
tie  of differ t pro uc s have to be compared. H wever, depending on the descriptive 
techniqu s us d, the s nsory escription ay be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main escript ve me odologies are generally considered according to the way 
ata are gathered (generatio  of marks on a scal  or determination of descriptor citation 
frequenc es), but modifie  ppr aches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
riz d in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventi nal Profiling Methods 
Conve t onal profiling (CP), lso c lled conv ntional descriptiv  analysis or quanti-
tive escripti n y i , i  a cl ssic l m t d introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
he sen ory chara t ristics of products based n intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profile  are us d  i entify the main qualitativ  and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
roducts. In CP it is import nt to p rform th se ap roaches with an extensively trained 
panel in ord r to obtain consis ent and reproducible re ults. 
The CP pro ss can be vid d int  three ma n steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors propos d by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
b gin b  familiarizing the panel with the product’s se ory space, and a range of samples 
are pr sented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perc ption nd to cl ssify them according to different modalities: visual 
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4. Sensory Space D scription (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory a alyses or descrip ive a alyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory pr file  when a de-
tailed description of a product’s nsor  attr butes i  sought or when he sens ry proper-
ties of different product  have to be compared. However, depe ding on the descript ve 
techniques used, the senso y descript on may be o e or less obj ct ve, and m y b  qual-
itative or quantitative [42]
Two main descriptive m th dologies are gener lly consi ered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale o  determin tion of d scriptor citation 
frequencies), but mod fied approache have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Convention l Profiling Met ods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conv ntional descriptiv  analysis or quanti-
tative descript ve analysis, is a classical met od introdu ed by Stone e  al. [43] o describ  
the sen ory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
PCA [9]
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4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory a alys s r d scr p ive a alyses encom as  quantit ve an
qualitative approaches, and lead o a se sor  d scripti n of products through n analyti
cal judgement. Descriptiv  analyses ar  mainly applied in sensory pr files when a de-
tailed description of a product’s s ns r  attr butes i  sought or when the se sory proper-
ties of different product  have to be co p r d. H weve , depe ding o  the des rip ve
techniques used, the senso y d script on may be ore or less obj c ive, and y b  qual
itative or quantitative [42]
Two main descriptive m th dologies are gener lly consi ered according to the way 
data are ga hered (gen ratio  f marks on a scale or determination of d scriptor ci ation 
frequencies), but m fied ap roache have also been developed. All of th m are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Pr filing Met ods 
Conve tional rofiling (CP), lso c ll d conventi al descriptive anal sis or qua ti-
tative descriptive an lysi , i  a classi al me hod i tro uced by Ston et l. [43] to de cribe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on i te sity ra ings f des rip ors. Se sory
profiles are used t  identify the m in qual t tive an  quantitative e sory dimensions of
products. In CP it s import t to perform these appro che  with an exte sively trained
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP proc ss can be divid d into three mai  teps. The st s ep is the xten ive
training of assessors proposed by Dairou an  Sieffermann [44]. The training es ions
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s ensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
HCA
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4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive s nsory a alyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lea  to a sensory descripti n of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analys s are mainly applied i  se s ry profiles when a de-
tailed escri tion of  product’s sensory attributes is ought or when h  sensory proper-
ties of different prod cts h v  t  be co pared. How ver, depending on the d scriptive 
techniques used, e  description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally consi r d acc rding to e way 
data are gathered (generatio  of marks n a cale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified ap roa hes have also be n develop . All of th m are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional P ofiling Methods
Conv ntional profiling (CP), also lled conventio al d scriptive analy is or quan i-
tative descriptive analysis, is  classical metho  introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describ  
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qu litativ  and quantitative s nsory dimensio s of 
products. In CP it is important t  perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent  reproducible results. 
The CP proce s can be divided into three main step .  fir t step i  th  extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
ANOVA
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4. Sens ry S ac  Description (Ste  3) 
Descri tiv sensory an lyses or d criptive nalyses encomp ss quantitative and 
qualitative a proaches, and lead to a sensory des ripti n of products t rough an analyti-
cal judgeme t. D c iptive analyse  are mai ly ap lied in s nsory profi e  whe  a de
iled on of a product’s en ry at ributes is sought  when the sensory proper-
ies of differ t products have t  be co pare . Howev r, depending on the descriptive
techniques us d, he s sor  d scription y  more or less obj ctiv , and may be qu l-
it tive or quantit t v  [42]. 
Two ain descriptive me hodologi s are g rally consi ere  according t  the way 
data are g the ed (generati n of m rks n a scal  or etermination of descriptor citation
f equ ncies), but mo ified pproaches have lso be n develop d. All of them are umma-
rize  in T ble 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Co vention l profiling (CP), als  called onventional desc iptive analysis or quanti-
t tive descriptive an lysis, is a classical method i troduce  by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
th  sensory characteristics of products based on inten ity ratings of d scriptors. Sensory 
rofiles are used to identify th  mai  qualit ti  and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to erform th se pproaches with  extensiv ly trained 
p nel in rder to obtain consistent and reproducibl  r sults. 
The CP process can be divided into three main step . Th  first st p is the extensive 
training of assessors roposed by Dairou and Siefferma n [44]. The training s ssions 
b gin y familiarizing the p el with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
re presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generat  terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
spect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Global pproach related to
the classi tasting carried out
by prof ssionals
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4. S nsory Spac  Description (Step 3) 
D  sensory an lys s or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approac es, a d lead to a sensory description of products through an analy
ca  judgemen . Descript ve a a y es are mainly a plied in sens ry profiles when a de-
a led descript on f a product’s s nsory ttribut  is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of diff r t pr duc s hav  t  be com ared. However, depending n the descriptive
techniques us d, h sens y descriptio ay b more or less objective, and may be qual-
it tive or quan itative [42]. 
wo main escript ve m odologies a  generall  considered according to the way
ta are gather d (gen ati of marks on a scale or d termination of descriptor citation
frequencies), but mo ifi d pproac s ve also been develo ed. All of them are u ma-
r zed in Table 2.
4.1. Conventio l Profili  Methods 
Co vent onal pr fi ing (CP), lso c lled conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descript v an ysis, is a classic l met od introduced by St ne et al. [43] to describe 
he sensory charact r stic  of product  based on i tensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are us d to identify he main qualitative a d quantitative sensory dimensions of 
roducts. In CP it is importan  to p rform these approaches with an extensively trained 
p el in or er to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP proces  can be divide  into thr e main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
b gin b  familiarizi g the pan l with the product’s sen ory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to e ch participant in ividually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to cl ssify them according to different modalities: visual 
as ct, smelling, and ta ting assessments. The d scriptors are pooled and discussed with 
The eed o apply th s
method with
pr f ssion ls.
4. Sensory S ce Descri tion (Step 3)
Descriptive sensory analyses or descript ve an lyses enc mpass quantitative and
qualitative approaches, and lead to a se sory description of roducts through an lytical
judgement. Descri tive an lyses are mainly plied in sens y p ofiles when a detailed
description of a product’s senso y attributes is sou ht or when the sensory properties of
different products have to be pared. However, depending on the descriptive techniques
used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qualitative or
quantitativ [42].
Two main descriptive methodologi s are generally consider d according to the way
da a ar gathered (generati of a ks on a sc e or det r in tion of descr ptor citati n f e-
quencies), but modifi d app oaches hav also been d veloped. All of t em re summariz d
i Table 2.
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventi nal descriptiv analysis r quantita-
tiv descriptive analysi , s a classical method introduced by Ston et al. [43] to describe
the sensory characteristics f pr duc s based in sity ratings of descri t rs. Sensory
profiles a e u ed o iden ify th m i qualit ti d quantitative ns ry dimen ions of
products. In CP i is import nt t erf r these ppro ches with an exte sive y trained
panel n ord r to obtain co i ten and r producible results.
Th CP roc ss can be divided into thre main st ps. The first step is the xtensive
tr ining of asse sors proposed by Dairou and Siefferma n [44]. The training sessions
begin by familiarizing the p nel with the roduct’s sensory space, and a range of samples
are presented to each pa ticipant individually. The ass ssors are asked to generate terms
describing their per eption a d to classif them accordi g t differen mod l ties: visual
aspect, s elling, and ta ng assessments. The descriptors a pooled and discussed with
the tasters and th ex erime ter in order to reach a c nsensu n which specific d scriptors
will t en be u ed. Thus, the initi l list is reduced in order t obtain an understandable and
specific list of descriptors. References are defined for hese d scriptors followi g consensus
of the panelists, w o hen train to use them, in luding use of th int nsi y rating scales.
Pelonnier-Magimel et al. [45] sugges ed specific and adap ed sensory traini g divided
i to five se io s, with each s s ion l ting ap roximately one hour. Sessio 1 consists of
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validating references prepared from corresponding natural products which can be used to
confirm the use of descriptors previously generated by the panel. Session 2 repeats session
1 and proposes a recognition phase where the assessors have to evaluate the references
and associate them with previously generated descriptors. Session 3 suggests an intensity
evaluation of the descriptors. In session 4, “product characterization training”, where
the participants have to taste and evaluate wine samples, is recommended. Finally, in
session 5, presented as “training to recognize references in wine”, the panel has to evaluate
references and wines supplemented with these references or not. The second step of the
CP process consists of monitoring the participants’ performance by determining their
discriminating power, their reproducibility and their homogeneity. The third and final
step consists of individual evaluations (orthonasal and/or global evaluations) of samples,
including randomly presented sample replications. The experimenters use replications
in order to assess whether the participants can discriminate samples or if they need more
training. During these sample assessments, the assessors are asked to rate the intensity of
each attribute on an unstructured or a structured scale.
Data analysis can be separated into individual and collective treatments [42]. The
individual analysis is performed using ANOVA applied to descriptive ratings. Samples
and replications are applied as sources of variation. ANOVA evaluates the reliability
of individual participants with respect to a variant (sample or replication), determining
whether a participant is consistent or not. For the collective treatment, ANOVA with
interactions is also performed in order to identify interactions between participants and
samples. For attributes that show a significant interaction effect between the assessor and
the sample, PCA is applied to the correlation matrix in order to assess the disagreement
between participants [43].
Many authors have used conventional profiling in the oenological field to describe
wine sensory spaces, even if many of them omit or adapt the steps of descriptor generation
and panel training. For instance, in their studies on the distinctive New Zealand “Marl-
borough Sauvignon Blanc” wine style, Parr et al. [31] determined a CP based on intensity
by ortho-nasal and global evaluations of wine samples from New Zealand and France.
The assessors had to rate the intensity of 10 previously selected flavor descriptors [46].
Thus, “Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc” wine typicality was characterized by passion fruit,
boxwood, and green capsicum notes.
Using an exhaustive methodology, Pelonnier-Magimel et al. [45] compared wines from
two maturity levels of Merlot N, produced with or without the addition of SO2. First, the
results showed that wines produced at technological maturity were characterized by “red
fruit notes”, whereas wines with advanced maturity presented “jammy fruit” notes and
“astringency” characteristics. Wines made without the addition of SO2 were characterized
by “freshness” (“mint” and “coolness” descriptors) and “cooked black cherries”. However,
wines protected by SO2 were described as ‘smoky” [45].
Moreover, an approach derived from CP could also be conducted on memory alone
(without wine tasting and based only on mental wine representations in memory). Jose-
Coutinho et al. [47] suggested using this approach to characterize various Portuguese
Protected Geographical Indications. In this case, “the descriptive analysis” was performed
by wine professionals and was used as a means to approach a sensory concept.
4.2. Variations of Conventional Profiling
These methodologies were adapted from conventional profiles to provide easier
solutions. They use, in particular, a panel of wine professional experts for which specific
training is not required. More globally, the topic of easy and rapid profiling methods has
been studied by Brand [48].
4.2.1. Free Choice Profiling
Langron [49] introduced free choice profiling (FCP) as an alternative to conventional
profiling (CP). This profiling technique provides a sensory description of samples based on
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the free generation of vocabulary, allowing a relative ranking of samples [50]. Participants
are required to generate their own attributes that they consider important to describe
the products properly and to avoid the omission of major sensory characteristics. FCP is
seen as a simplified form of CP since this sensory descriptive method does not require
training sessions. The process is very simple as panelists evaluate samples in one session
orthonasally and/or globally, freely describing the sensory properties they perceive by
creating their own list of attributes without the need to explain the significance of the words.
Participants can use as many words or expressions as they want and receive no instructions
on the strategy to describe samples, apart from avoiding hedonic attributes [49].
The list of descriptors obtained after FCP must be transformed according to the criteria
of Symoneaux et al. [14] in order to correct assessors’ mistakes and to eliminate synonyms.
Experimenters classify attributes into main modalities with the aim of facilitating data
analysis and interpretation of the results. Descriptors are added to a table with rows
corresponding to attributes, columns to wines and, at the intersection of rows and columns,
the number of citations of each descriptor. Only terms cited by a minimum of 20% of
participants are taken into account [51].
The statistical analysis of data begins with a global χ2 test to assess the dissimilarities
perceived by the participants. A correspondence analysis is then applied to the data
recorded in a contingency table in order to visualize the interactions between the samples
and descriptors. Generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) can be performed to determine the
terms used by individual panelists that appear to measure the same sensory attributes as
the other participants. Moreover, through individual spatial representation, this form of
statistical analysis helps to determine how the different terms used by different assessors
may be interrelated [42].
Perrin et al. [50] suggested comparing CP and FCP using a panel of white Chenin
Blanc wine experts. The principal advantages of FCP are its rapidity and flexibility, which
allows it to be used with wine professional experts as the latter are rarely able to participate
in extensive training due to their lack of time. FCP techniques do not require extensive
training and allow experts to evaluate samples in one session. The results of this study
proved that the key descriptors highlighted by CP were also found through FCP. Thus,
this free descriptive method appears to be suitable for such a panel. Nevertheless, the
authors admitted that CP is better to evaluate small sensory differences between samples,
providing greater accuracy.
4.2.2. Flash Profiling
Flash profiling (FP) was invented by Sieffermann [52] and was developed as a vari-
ant of free choice profiling (FCP). This sensory method combines the free generation of
vocabulary through FCP and a ranking task with the simultaneous presentation of samples.
Liu et al. [53] explained that FP provides both qualitative (generation of descriptors) and
quantitative (intensity ranking task) information. The FP assessment process is similar
to the FCP process and starts with the generation of sensory attributes that best describe
samples. Panelists then evaluate the entire set of samples and rank them for each attribute
generated according to their intensity.
Descriptors obtained from an FP are collected on a table in order to create a matrix
where rows correspond to attributes and columns to wines with, at the intersection of the
rows and columns, the number of citations for each descriptor. Data analysis is performed
with GPA to evaluate consensus among participants. Ranking data are then analyzed using
Friedman’s nonparametric test. Finally, a HCA is applied to the descriptors to perform the
semantic interpretation.
Determining differences between rapid sensory techniques and conventional profil-
ing (CP), Delarue and Sieffermann [54] assumed that FP was faster, while CP provided
information on a larger number of descriptors. Liu et al. [53] compared the use of FP with
a trained and an untrained panel on white wine models, concluding that the trained panel
gave more accurate, robust and reliable results. After comparing FCP, FP, and CP applied to
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red wines from Merlot, Liu et al. [55] observed that the lists of attributes generated through
each profiling technique were similar. FP showed greater discriminative ability compared
to FCP and CP. However, panelists from the Departments of Food Science and Technology
and Viticulture and Enology at UC Davis considered FCP to be easier to perform than FP.
To conclude with the comparative studies, Delarue and Sieffrermann [56] suggested that
FP could not replace conventional profiles, which they considered to be the best adapted
and most accurate descriptive profiling methods.
4.2.3. Ultra-Flash Profiling
Ultra-flash profiling (UFP) is generally not used alone, but after Napping, in order
to briefly describe the sensory properties of different samples. The technique is the least
time-consuming and provides an easy descriptive method for sample characterization.
UFP appears to be the best adapted sensory method to complete Napping [57]. The UFP
assessment process is very simple. Participants write terms directly on their tablecloth next
to where the samples have been positioned in order to describe them.
Data obtained after UFP are collected on a global table where rows correspond to
samples and columns to attributes. Experimenters analyze the Napping tablecloth for
each participant and for each wine and assign a “1” value if a descriptor is cited for the
wine and a “0” value if not [57]. The UFP data are analyzed using GPA, as previously
mentioned (cf. Section 4.2.1. Free Choice Profiling and Section 4.2.2. Flash Profile), to assess
consensus between descriptors generated by the assessors and comparison of the proximity
between the terms used by the different assessors to describe samples [58]. Finally, HCA
is applied to gather groups of samples according to their similarity regarding sensory
attributes generated by participants.
Perrin et al. [38] compared three profiling approaches (CP, FP, and UFP) to combine
them with Napping in order to characterize the sensory space of red wines from the Central
Loire Valley in France with a panel of wine professionals. The authors concluded that the
UFP descriptive method was the most suitable to combine with Napping as it provided a
rapid and easy way to profile wine samples directly on a tablecloth. CP was difficult to
adapt to wine professionals as they were too busy to take part in efficient extensive training.
FP was also considered too time-consuming as the assessors had to generate their own list
of descriptors before rating their intensity. In addition, Perrin and Pagès [58] used a panel
of UFP experts combined with Napping to describe the sensory space of red wines from
the Central Loire Valley. This approach demonstrated that the data obtained by UFP were
interpretable and rich in information.
4.3. Citation Frequency Method
Conventional profiling (CP) can be replaced by a variant based on attribute citation
frequencies instead of attribute intensity rating. The aim is to identify the most relevant
attributes chosen by participants according to their citation frequencies. Training for the
citation frequency method is similar to the CP process. The number of times a descriptor
is generated (called occurrence) and the percentage of tasters that cite each descriptor is
determined. Attributes cited by more than 15% by the panel are then organized into a
contingency table, after which a correspondence analysis is applied to transform this table
into a graph and to analyze the attribute citation frequencies. Finally, HCA is performed to
identify groups of samples formed in a similar way by the participants.
Campo et al. [30] and Nanou et al. [59] used the citation frequency method to investi-
gate the aroma properties of Spanish and Greek monovarietal white wines, respectively.
Campo et al. [60] were the first to compare the CP and the citation frequency method. They
observed that the main difference between the two was the average number of panelists
required: to obtain significant and representative results from a citation frequency method,
the number of participants should be higher (around 30) than for CP (where around 10
is sufficient).
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Finally, many sensory methodologies can be adapted to the study of sensory spaces.
In a recent study, for example, Leriche et al. [61] used just-about-right scales, a classic
methodology used in consumer preference studies. The authors demonstrated that this
method could be adapted to the typicity study, where wine professionals evaluate the
intensity of descriptors in comparison with an ideal type.
Table 2. Inventory of perceptual methodologies used to describe sensory space. Statistical analysis—ANOVA: analysis of
variance; PCA: principal component analysis; CA: correspondence analysis; GPA: generalized procrustes analysis; HCA:
hierarchical cluster analysis.
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4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
ANOVA
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Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory descri tion of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descri tive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or whe  the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
freque cies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis r quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
rofiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
roducts. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order t  obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
PCA
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4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Thi is the most reliable
and accurate method.
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4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Involves a trai ed
panel [44].
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data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
at v  descriptive a alysis, is a classical method introduce  by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
he sens y characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
prof les are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is impo tant to perform t ese approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in ord r to obt n consistent and reproducible results. 
T CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dair u nd Siefferman  [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the pro uct’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
re presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Provides consistent and
reproducible results.
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Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive an lyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judge e t. Descriptive analyses a e mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of differe t pr ducts have to be compare . Howe r, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main descriptive etho ologies are generally considered according to the way 
dat  are gathered (gen ration of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rize  in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conv nti al profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
t tive descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the se sory characteri tics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
pr files are used to identify he main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main teps. The first step is the extensive 
training f ssessors proposed by Dairou a d Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are prese ted to each particip nt individually. Th  assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing ir perception an  to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
a pect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Time-consumi g because of
the extensive training
sessions.
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techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally c nsidered according to the way 
data are gathered (gen ration of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but m ified approaches have also been developed. All of them re summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profili  Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conv tional descriptive anal sis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical metho  i tro uced by St n  et al. [43] to d cr be 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of scriptors. Sensory 
p ofiles are used to identify the main qualitative nd quantitative ensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is imp rt t to perform th se app oaches with an extensively trained 
pan l in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
χ2 te t
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 Limits fatigue [21]. 
 Evaluates a larger 
number of samples in 1 
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 Possibility of combi-
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task.
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each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 Less time-consuming 
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for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
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 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lated to the classic t sting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 The need to apply 
this meth d with prof s-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses ncompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory descri tio  of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descri tive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or whe  the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or deter ination of descriptor citation 
freque cies), but m dified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conve tional d scriptive analysis r quanti-
tative descriptive analys s, is a classical method introduced by Ston  et al. [43] to des ribe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of esc iptors. Sensory 
rofiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
roducts. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order t  obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
CA
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Le  time-c nsu ing 
[21]. 
 Limits fatigue [21]. 
Evaluates a l rger 
number of samples in 1 
session [22]. 
No pecific training 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with a verb l zation 
t sk. 
 Only pr vides a 
co parative presentation 
of samples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
nique for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
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rization and criteria choice 





Coordinates table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 Less time-c nsuming 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with ultr -flash 
profiling. 





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Glob  ap r ach re-
lated to the classic tasting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 Th  need to apply 
this thod with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantit tive an  
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory descri tion of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descri ti  analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or whe  the sensory proper-
ties of different products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are generally consider d according to the w y 
data are gathered (gen ration of marks on a scale or determination of descripto  citation 
freque cies), but m ified approaches have also been developed. All of them ar  summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profili  Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive anal sis r quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method i tro uced by Ston  et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
roducts. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order t  obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
GPA
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 Less time-consuming 
[21]. 
Limits fat gue [21]. 
 Evalu te  a larger 
number of samples in 1 
session [22]. 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
Pos ibility of combi-
nat on with a verbalization 
task. 
 Only provides a 
comp ative presentation 
of amples. 
 Is  intuitive tech-
niqu p nelists but 
there are pos ible difficul-
ti s with regard to memo-
rizati n and riteria choice 





Coordina es table of 
each sample 
MF  [36] 
 Less time-consuming 
 N  specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibi ity of combi-
n t on with ultra-fla h 
profiling.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lated to the classic tasting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 The need o apply 
this met od with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory S ace Description (St p 3) 
Descriptive sensory analyses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and l ad to a sensory description f products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are m inly appli d in sens ry profiles when  de-
tailed description f a product’s se sory attributes is ought or when the sensory proper-
ties f differ nt pr ducts hav  to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniqu s used, the s nsory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive me hodol gies are generally considered according to the way 
data are g th red (generation of marks on a scale or deter ination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modi ed approaches have also b en developed. All of them are summa
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Me ods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conve tional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical metho  introduced by Stone et al. [43] to d cribe 
the se sory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of escriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative e sory dimensions of 
product . In CP it is imp rt t to perform t se approaches with an extensively trained 
pan l in order to ob ain consiste t a d reproducible results. 
The CP process can be div de  into three mai  steps. The first step is the extensive 
ra ning of assessors proposed by D irou nd Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the pan l with the product’s sensory space, nd a range of samples 
are prese ted to ach participant i dividually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
de cribing the r perception and to classify t m according to diff rent modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting asses ments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is faster and more flex ble
than CP [50].
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each sample 
MF  [36] 
 Less time-consuming 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibi ity of combi-
n tion with ultra-fla h 
profiling.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
l ted to the classic tasting 
carried ou  by profession-
als 
 The need to apply 
this met od with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory S ace Descri tion (St p 3) 
Descriptive sensory analys s or descriptive analy es encompass qu ntitative and 
qualitative approaches, and l ad to a sensory description f products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are inly appli d in s ns ry profiles when  de-
tailed description of a product’s senso y attributes is sought or when the sen ory prop r-
ties of differ nt products have to be compared. Howev r, de ending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodol gies are genera ly considered according to the way 
dat  are gathered (generati n of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), but modi ed approaches have also b en devel ped. All of them are summa
rize  in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Me ods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conve tional de criptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical metho  introduced by Stone et al. [43] to d cribe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of escriptors. S nsory 
profiles are used to identify the ma qualitative and quantitative ensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is imp rt t to pe form t se appro ches wi h an extensively tr in d 
pan l in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three m in steps. The first step is the xtensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
No pecific train g is
required [50].
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nique for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
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Coordina es table f 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 Less time-consuming
 No specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with ultra-flash 
profiling.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
late  to th  classic tasting 
carried ou  y prof ssi n-
als 
 The need to apply 
this met od with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Descrip  (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory nalyses or descriptive naly es encompass quantitative and 
qual tative a proaches, and l ad to a s nsory escription f prod cts through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses are m inly appli d in sen ry profiles when  de-
tailed description of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of diff r nt products have to be c mpared. However, epending o  the descriptive 
techniques use , the sensory descr ption may be more or less object ve, and may be qual-
itative or qua tit tive [42]. 
Two m in es riptive methodologies are ge rally consider d acc rding to the way 
data are gathere  (generation of marks on a scale or determi atio  f descriptor citation 
freque cies), but modified pproaches have also b en developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Co ventional Profiling Methods 
Conve tional profiling (CP), also c lled conve tion l descriptive analysis or quanti-
t tive d s riptive analysis, is a classical metho intro uced by S on  et al. [43] to d cribe 
the sensory chara teristics of products based on intensity ratings of e criptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify th  main qualitative and quantitative ensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is imp rt t to perform t se approaches with an extensively trained 
pan l in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is adapted to wi e
pr fessionals.
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 Less time-consumi g 
[21]. 
Limits fatigue [21]. 
 Evaluates a larger 
umber of samples in 1 
sessi  [22]. 
 No specific training 
for p rticipants. 
 P ssibility of co bi-
nation with a verbalization 
task. 
 Only provides a 
comparative presentation 
of samples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
niq e f r panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 





Coordinates table f 
each sample 
 MF  [36] 
 Less time-consuming 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with ultra-flash 
profiling.  
 cf. Sorting task 
Win  exem-
plarity concept 
assessmen  [3] 
Intensity rating 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
late  to th  classic tasting 
carried out y profession-
als 
 The need to apply
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Descrip  (Step 3) 
Descriptive sensory nal ses or escriptive analy s encompass quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, nd lea  to a s nsory desc ipt on of p ucts through an analyti-
cal j dgement. Descriptive analyses are mainly applied i  sensory pr files when a de-
ail d escri tion of a product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of differ nt product  have to be compared. However, epending o  the descriptive 
te h iqu s used, the e so y d scription ay be m re or less bjective, and may be qual-
itativ  or quantitative [42]. 
Two main escripti  methodologi s ar  generally considered acc rding to the way 
data are gathered (generation of marks on a scale or determinat on of descript r citation 
f eque cies), but modified appro ches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conv ntional profiling (CP), also call d conv ti nal d scriptiv  analy is or quan i-
at v  descriptive a alysis, is a classical m thod introduce  by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
he se s y characteristics f product  based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sens ry 
prof les are use  to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is impo tant to p form t ese approaches with an extensively trained 
pa el in ord r to obt n consistent a d reproducible results. 
T CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dair u nd Si fferman  [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the p o uct’s se sory spac , and a range of samples 
re presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Take into a count the
interindividual variation in
perceptions.
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 Less time-consuming 
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 Limits fatigue [21]. 
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number of samples in 1 
se sion [22]. 
 No specific training 
fo  partic pants. 
 Possibility of combi-
natio  with a verbalization 
task. 
 Only provides a 
comparative presentation 
of samples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
nique for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 





Coordinates table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 Less time-consuming 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with ultra-flash 
profiling.  
 cf. Sorting task 
Wine exem-
plarity concept 
assessm t [3] 
Intensity rating 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
late  to the classic tasting 
c rried ou  by rofession-
als 
 The need to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. S nsory Spac  Description (St p 3) 
Descriptive sensory analy es or descriptive an lyses encompass quantitative and 
qualitat ve approach s, and lead to  sensory description of products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descrip ive a lyses a e mainly app ed i  sensory pr files when a de-
t iled descripti n of a p oduct’s sensory attributes is sought or when the ensory proper-
ti s of differe t pr ducts have to be compare . Howe r, depending on the d scriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two mai  descriptive etho ologies are generally considered according to the way 
dat  are gathered (gen ration of marks on a scale or determination of descript r citation 
frequencies), but modified approaches have al  been developed. All of them are summa-
rize  in Table 2. 
4.1. Conven ional Profiling Methods 
Conv nti al profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
t tive d scriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone e  al. [43] to descr b
he se sory characteri tics f products based on intensity ratings of d scriptors. Sens ry
profiles are used to identify he main qualitative and quantitative senso y dimen ions of
p oducts. In CP it is important to p rform these appro che with an extensiv ly trained
panel in order to obtain consistent and reprod cible results. 
The CP process c n be divided into three main eps. The first step is the extensive
training f ssessors proposed by Dairou a d Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are prese ted to each particip nt individually. Th  assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing ir perception an  to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
a pect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is less accurate than CP [50].
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Le  time-c nsu ing 
[21].
 Limit  fatigue [21]. 
Evaluates a larger 
number of samples in 1 
session [22]. 
No pecific training 
f r pa cipants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with a verbalization 
t sk. 
 Only pr vides a 
comparative presentation 
of samples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
nique for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 





Coordina es table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 Less ime-c nsuming 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
n tio  with ultr -flash 
profiling. 








 Globa  ap roach re-
lated to the cla sic tasting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 The need to apply 
this met od with profes-
sionals. 
4. S nsory Space Description (St p 3) 
D scriptiv  sensory analys s or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qualit tive appro ches, and l ad to a sensory descri tion f products through an analyti-
cal judgement. Descri tive analys s ar  m inly appli d in sens ry profiles when  de-
tail d description f a product’s se sory a tributes is sought or whe  the sensory proper-
ties of diff r nt products have to be compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques used, the sensory description may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Tw  main d sc iptive methodologi  are gener lly considered according to the way 
data are g hered (gene ti n of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
freque ci s), but mo ified approaches have als  been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conve tional descriptive analysis r quanti-
tative descriptive alysis, is a classical meth  introduced by Stone et al. [43] to d cribe 
the sensory characteristics of product  based on intensity ratings of escriptors. Sensory 
rofiles are used to identify the m i  qualitative and quantitative ensory dimensions of 
ro ucts. In CP t is imp rt t to perform t se approaches with an extensively trained 
pan l in order t  obtain consistent and reproducibl  results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s s nsory space, and a range of samples 
are pre ented to ea h articipant individually. The a sessors are asked to generate terms 
de cribing t ir pe ceptio  and t  classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
The diversity of descriptors
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Less time-consuming 
 No specific tr in
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nati n with ultra-flash 
rofiling.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Glob l ppro ch re-
l te  to the classic tasting 
carri d out by professi -
als 
 Th  nee  to apply 
this metho with pr fes-
si als.
. Sensory Space D criptio  (Step 3) 
Descriptive s ns ry analyses or descriptive nalyses n ompass quantitative and 
qualitative a proaches, a d lead to a se sory escription of products through an analy
c l judgemen . Descript ve ana y s re mainly applied in sens ry profiles when  de-
ailed description f  product’s sensory ttributes is so ght or when th  sensory proper-
ties of diff rent pr d cts have t  be c mpared. How ver, dependi g n the d scriptive
techniques used, he sens y description ay b ore or less objective, and may be qual-
it tive or quan itative [42]. 
wo m in descri tive m thodol gies a  generally co sidered accordi g t  the way
d ta are g ther d (generati  of marks on a scale or determinatio  of descript r ci ation
fr quencies), but modified ap r aches have also b en develo ed. All of th m are u ma-
rized in Table 2.
4.1. Co ventio al Profili g Methods 
Conventional rofiling (CP), lso c lled conventio al desc iptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical metho  introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describ  
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensit  r tings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitativ  nd quantitative sensory dime sio s of 
products. In CP it is important t  perform these approaches with an xtensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps.  first step is th  extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
GPA
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Les  time- onsuming 
[21].
Limits f tigu [21]. 
 Evaluates a l rger 
number of samples in 1 
session [22]. 
i a verbaliz tion 
task. 
 Only provides a 
comparative presentati n 
of samples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
nique f r panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 





Coordinates table of 
each sample 
MF  [36] 
Less time-consuming 
 No specific t ain
f  pa ticipants. 
 Possibili y of bi-
natio  with ultra-flash 
rofiling.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approac re-
l te  to the classic tasting 
carri d ut by p ofessi -
als 
 The nee  t  apply 
this meth d with p ofes-
i als. 
. Sens ry Space D cription (St p 3) 
Descriptive sens ry a alyses or descrip ive analy es n ompass quantitative and 
qualitative a proaches, and lead to a sensor  escri ti n of products through n analyti-
cal judgement. Descri tive analyses are mainly ap lied i sen ory r files when  d -
tailed description f a product’s sensory ttribut s is so ght r when the se ory proper-
ties of different products h v  t be c mpare . However, de ndi g o  the script v  
techniques used, the se s ry description may be more or less objective, and may be qu l-
itative or qua tit tive [42]. 
Two m in descri tive m th dol gies are gen rally co si ered accordi g the way
data are g thered (generati  of marks on a scale r e er inati  of descript r citation
fr qu cies), but mo ified ap r aches have lso b en develop d. All of them are summ -
rize  in Table 2.
4.1. Co ventional Pr fili g Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), al o lled conventio al descriptive analysis r quan i-
tative descriptive analysis, is  classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory
rofiles are used to identify the main qu litative and quantitative s n ory imensions of 
roducts. In CP it i  important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order t  obtain consistent  reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
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Sensory test Data Collected Statistical Analysis Adv ntages Dis dvantages 






 Less ti e-co su ing 
[21]. 
Limits fat gue [21]. 
 Evalu te  a larger 
number of samples in 1 
ses ion [22]. 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
Pos ibi it  of combi-
n tion w th a ve balization 
ta k. 
 Only provides a 
co p ative presentation 
of amples. 
Is  in ui ive tech-
niq o  p nelists but 
th re ar  possible ifficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rizati n and crite ia choice 





Coordinates table of 
each samp e 
MF  [36] 
 Less time-con uming 
 No specific training 
f  pa tici ants. 
 P ssibi ity of bi-
ti  with ultra-fla h 
pr filing.  




Intensity rati g 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Glob l pproach re-
lated to the classic t sting 
ar ied out by prof si -
als 
 The eed to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory S ace Description (St p 3) 
Descriptive sensory a alyses r d scrip ive analyse  encompass quan itative and 
qualitative approaches, and lead to a sensory descri ti  of produc s hroug an an lyti-
cal jud ement. Descri tive analyses re mai ly applied i  sensory pr fi e  when a de-
tailed descript on of a product’s sen ory attrib tes is ught or whe  he sensory p o er-
ties of different products have to be compared. Howeve , depending on the descriptive
techn ques used,   description may b  more or less objectiv , an  may be qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two main descriptive methodologies are genera ly consider d acc rding to  ay 
data are gathered (g neration of marks on a cale or d terminat on of descript r citatio  
frequencies), but modified appro hes have also b n develop d. All of them ar summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional P ofiling Me ods
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the se sory characteristics f products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sens ry 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
HCA
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Le time- nsu ing 
[21].
Limits fatigue [21]. 
Evaluates  larger 
number of samples in 1 
session [22]. 
No pecific tr in  
fo  participants. 
 Possibility f co bi-
n tion with a verbalization 
t sk. 
Only pr vides a 
co p ative present tion 
f s mpl s. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
nique for panelists but 
there e pos ible difficul-
ie  with regard to memo-
zati n and riteria choice 





Coordinates table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 Less ti e-c nsu ing 
 No specific trai ing 
for participants. 
 P ssibility of combi-
nation with ultr -flash 
rofiling. 





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Globa  ap oach re-
l d to the cla sic tasting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 The need o apply 
t is meth d with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Spac  Descri tion (Step 3) 
Descriptiv  sensory analy es or d criptive nalyses en omp ss quantitative and 
qualitative pproach s, an  lea  to  sen ory des ription of products hrough an analyti-
cal judgeme t. De criptive analyses ar  ai ly ap ied i  se sory profiles when a de-
tailed descri ti n of a p oduct’s en r  a tributes is sought  when the ensory proper-
i s of differ nt products have to b  compared. However, dep di g on the d scriptive 
echniques us d, the senso  description may  more or l ss object v , and may be qual-
i a ive or quanti ative [42]. 
Two ai  descriptive methodol gies ar  g nerally considered according to the way 
dat  a e gathere (gen rati n of m rks  a scal  or terminatio  f descript r citation 
frequ ncies), but modified pproache  have also b en evel p d. All f them are summa-
rize  in T ble 2. 
4.1. Convention l Profiling M thods 
Co v tional profiling (CP), als  called onventional d sc ip ive analy is or quan i-
t tive d scri tive an lysis, is a classical metho  i troduc d by Stone e  al. [43] to descr b
h  se sory characteristics f products based on int n ity ratings of d scriptors. Sens ry
prof les are used to identify the main quali i  an  quan itativ senso y dimen ions of
p uc s. In CP it is important to erform thes  pproache with  extensiv ly trained
panel in order  obtain consi tent and reproducible result . 
The CP process c n be divid d into three main s ep . Th  first st p is the extensive
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieff rma n [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to clas ify them according to different modalities: visual 
sp ct, smelling, and tasting assessments. The d scriptors re pooled nd discussed with 
Is faster than CP [54].
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 Less ti e-consu ing 
[21]. 
Limits fat gue [21]. 
 Evalu te  a larger 
number of samples in 1 
sessio  [22]. 
 No specific tr ining 
for participants. 
 Pos ibility f combi-
n tion with a verbalization 
t sk. 
 Only provides a 
co p ative presentation 
f ampl s. 
 Is  intuitive tech-
niq  p nelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties wit  regard to memo-
izati n an  criteria choice 





Coordina es t ble f 
each sample 
MF  [36] 
 Less ti e-consuming 
 No s ecific training 
for p rticipants. 
 Possibi ity of combi-
n tion with ult a-fla h 
profiling.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
l ed to th  classic tasting 
carried out y profession-
als 
 The need to apply 
this et d with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space Descri  (St p 3) 
Desc iptiv  sensory anal ses or d criptive nalyses enc mp ss quantitative and
qual tative approaches, and l ad to a sensory des ription f products hrough a  alyti-
cal judgeme t. D cri tive alyses are i ly li d in sen ry profiles when  de-
tailed description of  product’s e ry a trib tes is so ght  whe  the sensory proper-
ties of differ nt products have to be compa d. However, epending o  th  descript
echniques u , the sensor  descr ption may  mor  or les objective, and may b  qual-
i ative or qua tit t ve [42]. 
Two in s ri tive methodol gi s are g rally c n idered acc rding to he way
at  are ga re  (generati n of ma ks on a scale or termi ati  f descriptor itatio
freque cies), but modi ed pproaches hav  also b en devel p d. All of them are umma
rize  in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Me ods 
Co vention l profiling (CP), als  c lled onve tion l desc iptive analysis r quanti-
t tive d scriptive an lysis, is a classical metho  i troduced by Stone et al. [43] to d cribe 
th  sensory characteristics of products based on inten ity ratings of e criptors. Sensory 
r files ar  used to identify th  main quali i  and quantitative ensory dimensions of 
roducts. In CP it is imp rt t to erform t se pproaches with  extensively trained 
pan l in order t  obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main step . Th  first st p is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Siefferma n [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
spect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
No specific tr ining is re-
quired [53].
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 Less ti e-consuming 
[21]. 
 Limits f tigue [21]. 
 Evaluates a large  
number of samples in 1 
sessi n [22]. 
 No specifi  train
f r partici ants. 
 P ssibility of c mbi-
nation with a verbalization 
task. 
 Only provides a 
comp rativ  present tion 
of a ples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
niqu  for panelists but 
there e possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 





Coordi a es table f 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 L s time-c nsumi g
 No specifi rain
for partici a ts. 
 Possi ility of combi-
nation w th ultr -flash 
profiling.  
 cf. Sorting task 
Wine exem-
plarity concept 
assessmen  [3] 
Intensity rating 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lat  to th  classic tasting 
carried out y prof ssi n-
als 
 The need to apply 
thi  met od with profes-
sion ls. 
4. Sensory Space Descrip  (Step 3) 
Desc iptive sensory nalyses or descriptive naly es en ompass quantitative and
qual tative a proaches, and l a  to a s nsory escription f prod cts through a  analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive alyses are inly li d in sen ry profiles when  de-
tailed escri tion of  product’s sensory attrib tes is so ght or when the sensory proper-
ties of diff r nt products have to b  c mpa d. However, ep di g o  the descript
echniques u e , the se sory descr ption may be mor  or l ss object ve, and may be qual-
itative or qua tit t ve [42]. 
Two m in s ri tive methodologies are ge rally c n ider d acc rding to he way
ata are ga re  (generation of marks o a scal or determi atio  f descriptor citation
freque cies), but modified pproaches have also b en developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conv tional profiling (CP), also c lled conve tion l d scriptive analy is or quan i-
t tive d s riptive analysis, is a classical metho  intro uced by S on  et al. [43] to d cribe 
the sensory chara teristics of products based on intensity ratings of e criptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify th  main qualitative and quantitative ensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is imp rt t to perform t se approaches with an extensively trained 
pan l in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is adapted to wine rofes-
sionals.
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Les time- onsuming 
[21].
Limits f t gu [21]. 
 Evalu te   larger 
number of samples in 1 
ses ion [22]. 
 No specific tr in
f  partici ants. 
P s bility of co bi-
nation with a verbalization 
task. 
 Only provide  a 
comp ativ  presentation 
f ples. 
 Is  intuitive tech-
niqu  p nelists but 
th re re possible difficul-
ie  with regard to mem -
r zation and criteri  ch i e





Coordinates table f 
e ch sample 
MF  [36] 
 Less time-consuming 
 No specific trai ing 
f r pa ticipants. 
 Possibi ity of c mbi-
n tion with ultra-fla h 
r fili g.  
cf. Sorting task 
Wine exem-
plarity concept 
assessmen  [3] 
Intensity rating 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global approach r -
lated to th  cl ssic tasting 
c rri d out y rofessio -
als 
 The need to apply
this method with profes-
siona s. 
4. Sens ry S ac  De crip  (St p 3) 
Descriptive sens y analyses or descriptive analyse  enco pass quantitative and
qualitative ppro ches, and lea  to  en ory desc ipt on of pr ucts through a  analyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive alyses are ai ly lied in se sory profiles when  de-
tailed escri tion of  product’s s nsory attrib tes is so ght or when the s nsory proper-
ties of different products have to be c mpa d. However, epending o  the desc ipt
e niques u ed, the se so  description may be mo  r l ss obj ctive, and may be qual-
itative or quantitat ve [42]. 
Two m in s ri tive methodologies are gen rally c n idered acc rding to he way
ata are ga re  (gen ration of m rks a scale or determination of d scriptor citation
frequ cies), but modified approaches have als  b en eveloped. All f them are summa-
rized in T ble 2. 
4.1. Conven ional Profiling Me ods 
Conv ntional profiling (CP), also call d conv ntional d scriptiv  analy is or quan i-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classi al method introduced by Stone  al. [43] to describe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on int nsity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
prof les are used to identify the main quali ative an  quan itativ  sensory dimensions of 
pro uc s. In CP it is important to perform thes  approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order  obtain consi tent and reproducible result . 
The CP process can be divid d into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieff rmann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to clas ify them according to different modalities: visual 
asp ct, smelling, and tasting assessments. The d scriptors re pooled nd discussed with 
Takes into accou t the in-
terindividual variation in
perceptions.
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Table 1. Inventory of perceptual methodologies used to evaluate sensory space. Statistical analysis—MDS: multi-dimen-
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S nsory test Data Collected Statistical A alys s Advantages Disadvantages 
Sor ing task 
[20,27] 
Similari y or di imi-
lari y matrix 
MDS
HCA 
Le  t me- nsu ing 
[21]
Limits fatigue [21]. 
Evaluates a l rge  
number of amples in 1 
sess o [22].
 
a verb lization 
t sk. 
 Only provides a 
comparative presentati n 
of samples. 
Is an intui ive tech-
nique for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 
in the formation of 
groups. 
Projective ma -
ping o  N p-
p ng [34] 
Coord ates table of 
each sampl  
MFA [36] 
Less im - onsuming 
 No specific tr in
fo pa cipants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with ultra-flash 
rofiling.  
 cf. Sorting task 
Wine exem-
plarity conce t 
assessment [3] 
Intensity ating 
 PCA [9] 
 CA 
 NOVA 
 Global approach re-
l ted to the classic tasting 
carri d out b fessio -
als 
 The n ed to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sens ry Space D cription (Step 3) 
Descriptiv s s ry anal ses or descriptive analyses encompass quantitative and 
qu litativ  appro ches, a d lead to a sensory description of products through an analy
c l judg me . Descript ve a a y es re mainly applie  in sens ry profiles when a de-
aile  de cription of a product’s sensory ttr bute  is sought or when the sensory proper-
ies of diff re t pr ducts av  to be compared. However, depending n the descriptive
tech iques used, h ns y description ay b more or less objective, and may be qual-
it tive or quan it t ve [42].
wo m in desc iptive meth dol gies a  e rally considered according the way
ta are gather d (g erati n of marks on a scale or e erminatio  of descriptor citation
frequ ncies), but o ified ap oach s have lso b  develo ed. All of them are u ma-
rize  in Table 2.
4.1. Co ventio al Profili g Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conv ntional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analys , is a classical ethod introd ced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the e sory character s ics of p ducts based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profil s are us d to i entify the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is i po tant o perform these appr aches with an extensively trained 
panel i  order t obt in cons s ent and reproducible results. 
The CP r c ss can b  divided into three main st ps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizi g the pan l with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. Th  assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify th m according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, sme ing, and tasting asses men s. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is les ac urate than CP [54].
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Sensory test Data Collected Statistical A alysis Advantages Disadvantages 
Sorting task 
[20,27] 
Similarity or dis imi-
lari y matrix 
 MDS 
 HCA 
 Less t m -consuming 
[21]. 
 Limits fatigue [21]. 
 Evaluates a larger 
number of amples in 1 
session [22]. 
 No specific training 
f r parti ipants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with  verbalization 
task. 
 Only provides a 
comparative presentation 
of samples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
nique for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 





Coordinates table of 
each sampl  
 MFA [36] 
L ss time-c ns ming 
 No specific training 
for p cip nts. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with ultra-flash 
profili g.  
 cf. Sorti g task 
Wine x m-
plarity concept 
assessme  [3] 
Inte sity ting 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lated to the classic t sting 
carried out by profession-
a s 
 The need to apply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
. Sens ry S ace D cription (Ste  3) 
Descriptiv  sens ry analyses or s ri tiv analyses ompass quantitative and
qu litativ  a proaches, and lea  to a e sory scri tion of products through an analyti
c l judge e t. Descri tive analyses are mainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed escri tion f a product’s sensory ttributes is so ght or whe  the sensory proper-
ties of differe t pro ucts have t  b  c mpared. However, dependi g on the descriptive 
techniques us , the se s ry de criptio  may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative or qua tit ive [42]. 
Tw  m in descri tive m tho ologies are g erally co sidered accordi g the way
data are g her  (gener ti  of marks o  a scale or de ermination of descript r citation
fr qu cies), b t mo ified approaches have ls  b en d veloped. All of them are summa-
rize  i  Tabl  2.
4.1. Co ventio al Pr fili g Metho s 
Conventional profiling (CP), lso called c nventional descriptive n lysis r quanti-
tative descriptive nalysi , i   clas ical method introduced by Stone t al. [43] to desc ibe
the sen ory char cteristics of product  based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sen ory
rofil s ar  us d to i e fy the main qualitative and quantitative sensory dimensions of
roducts. In CP it is i portant t  perform these app oaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order t  obt in consistent an  reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
raining of assessors propo ed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begi  by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
aspec , smelling, and tasti g ass ssments. Th  de criptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is more difficult than
FCP [55].
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Sensory test Data Collected Statistical A alysis Advantages Disa vantages 
Sor ing task 
[20,27] 




Le  t m -c nsu ing 
[21]. 
 Lim s fatigue [21]. 
Evaluates a large  
number of amples in 1 
sess on [22]. 
 No specific training 
f r parti ipants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation with a verbalization 
t sk. 
 Only provides a 
comparative presentation 
of samples. 
Is an intui ive tech-
nique for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 





Coor inates table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 L ss time-c nsuming 
 No specific training 
for p cip ts. 
 Possibility of combi-
n tion with ultra-flash 
profiling. 
 cf. Sorting task 
Wine x m-
plarity concept 
assessme  [3] 
Intensity rati g 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA
 ANOVA 
 Global approach re-
lat d to the classic tasting 
carried out by profession-
als 
 The ed to a ply 
this method with profes-
sionals. 
4. Senso y Space Description (Step 3) 
Descriptive r  anal ses or s ri tive a alyses encompass quantitative and 
qualit tiv  a pro ch s, a d l a  t  a sensory i tion of products through an analyti-
cal judge e t. Desc iptive analyses re mainl  applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed description of a roduct’s ory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ti s of differe t products have to be ompared. However, depending on the descriptive 
tech iques u ed, the se ory de riptio  may be more r less objective, and may be qual-
itative r qu ntit ive [42]. 
Two m in descriptive ethodologies are gen rally considered according to the ay 
data are ga hered (ge er tion of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
fr quencies), but modifie  approaches ave also been developed. All of them are summa-
rize  in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventio al Profiling M tho s 
Conventional pr fili g (CP), lso calle  c nv ntional descriptiv  analysis or quanti-
ative descript ve alysi ,   clas cal method in oduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
th s ory char ct istics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
pr fil s are used to identify t  main qualitativ  and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these appr aches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain co istent a  reproducible results. 
The CP process can b  divided into thre  main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training f assessors pr pose  by Dairou nd Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizi g the panel with t e prod ct’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are rese ted to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
The diversity of descriptor
induces some difficulties in
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Le  time-c nsu ing 
[21]. 
 Limits fat gue [21]. 
Evalu te  a l rge
number of samples in 1 
ses on [22]. 
No p cific training 
for participant . 
 Pos ibilit  of combi-
nation with a verbalization 
t sk. 
Onl  pr vides a 
comp ative presenta ion 
of am es. 
I  int i ive tech-
qu r p nelists b t 
t re are possible diff cul-
ties with regard to me o-
rization and cr ter a choice 





Coordinates table f 
each sample 
MF  [36] 
 Less time-c s ming 
 No specific trai ing 
for participants. 
 P ssibi ity of co bi-
n ti n with ul r -f a h 
profili g. 





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Globa roach re-
lated to h  cla sic tasti g 
ca ri d ut y p of sion-
ls 
 The need t  apply 
this meth wit  pr f s-
i na s.
4. Sensory S ace Descrip o  (St p 3) 
Descriptive s nsory analyses r descrip ive aly es encompass quan itative and 
qualitative approaches, a d lead to a sens ry desc i tio  of product  through an an lyti-
cal judgement. Descriptive analyses re mainly applied in s ns ry profi e  when  de-
tailed description of  product’s sen ory attributes is sought or wh  th se ory p op r-
ties of different prod cts have to be compared. How ve , e ending o  the script ve 
techniques used, the sensory description may b  more or less objectiv , and may be qu l-
itative or quantitative [42]. 
Two main escriptive methodologies are genera ly consi ered acc rdi g to th  way 
data are gathered (g neratio  of marks on a scale or d ter ination of descriptor ci atio  
freque cies), but modi ed ap roaches have also b en develope . All of th m are summa
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Me ods 
Conventional profiling (CP), also called conv ntional d scriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical metho  introduced by St n  et al. [43] to descr b  
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ra ings of scriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitativ  nd quantitative sensory dimensio s of 
products. In CP it is important t  perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps.  first step is th  extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
GPA
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Sor ing task 
[20,27] 




Le  time-c nsu ing 
[21]. 
 Limits fatigue [21]. 
Ev luates a l g  
umber of sample in 1 
sess on [22]. 
 No specific training 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
nation w th a verbalization 
t sk. 
 Only provides a 
comp rative pr senta ion 
of sam les. 
Is an intui ive tech-
nique f r pan lists bu  
there r  pos ible difficul-
ties with regard to mem -
rizati n and cri eria choice 





Coordinates table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36]
 Less time-cons ing 
 No sp cific training 
f r pa ticipants. 
 Possibility of bi-
natio  with ultra-f ash 
profili g.  





 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA
 Global a proac re-
lated to th  classic tasting 
carri d ut y p of si n-
als 
 The eed to apply 
this m th d with profes-
i ls.
4. Sensory Space D scr p (St p 3) 
Descriptive s nsory analy es or descriptive analys s ncompass quant tive and
qualitative appro ch s, and lead to a sensor  descri ti n of product  through n analy i-
cal judgement. Descri t ve analyses are mainly ap ied i s n ory files when  d -
tailed description of a p oduct’s sen ry attribut s is ught r wh  he ensory proper
i s of different products hav  t be co pare . However, ep nding o the d script v
echniques used, t   description may be more or less objective, and may b  qual-
itative or qua titative [42]. 
Two mai  escr ptive me h dologies are g nerally on id r d acc rding to e w y
d ta are gathered (generation of m rks on a cale r deter ination of descript  citation 
freque cies), but modified approa hes have also been develop d. All of them are summ -
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional P ofiling Methods
Conventional profiling (CP), al o lled conventio al d scriptive analysis r quan i-
tative d scriptive analysis, is  classical method introduced by Ston e  al. [43] to descr b
he se sory characteristics f products based on intensity ratings of scriptors. Sens ry
rofiles are used to identify the main qu litative and quantitative s n o y dimen ions of
oducts. In CP it i  important to perform these approache with an extensiv ly trained
panel in order t  obtain consistent  reproducible results. 
The CP process c n be divided into three main s eps. The first step is the extensive
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
HCA
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Simil rity r dis imi-
lari y matrix 
 MDS 
H  
Les time- onsuming 
[21].
Limits fatigue [21]. 
 Evaluates  large  
number of samples in 1 
sessio  [22]. 
 No specific tr in  
fo  participants. 
 Possibility f c bi-
nation with a v balization 
t sk. 
 Only provides a 
comp rative present tion 
of samples. 
 Is an intuitive tech-
ique for panelists but 
there  possible difficul-
ie  with regard to memo-
r zation and criteria choice 





Coordina es table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 Less ti e-consu i g 
 N  specific trai ing 
for participants. 
 Possibility of combi-
natio  with ultra-flash 
r filing.  




Intensity rati g 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Global app o ch re-
lat d to  classic tasting 
carried out by p fession-
als
 The need to apply 
this eth d with profes-
sion ls. 
4. Sensory Space Description (Ste  3) 
Descriptiv  ensory analy es or descri tiv  analyses en ompass qu ntitative and 
qualitative approach s, an  lea  to a sensory d scri tion of r ducts hro h an an lyti-
c l judg m nt. Descri tive analyses ar  mainly app i d i  sensory profil s when a -
tailed d scri t n of a duct’s s nsor  attributes is ough  or when the ensory proper-
i s of diff re t pro ucts have to b  compar d. How ver, d p di g on the d criptive 
ech iques used, the sensory description may be more or l s object v , and may be qual-
ita ive or quanti ative [42]. 
Two mai  descri tive methodologies ar  g ner lly consi ered according to the way 
data a e gathered (generation of marks  a scal  or determinati  f descript r citation 
frequencies), but modified approache  h ve also b n developed. All of them ar  summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Convention l Profiling Methods 
Conv ntional profiling (CP), also called conventional d scriptive analy is or quan i-
tative d scriptive analysis, is a classical method introduc d by Stone e  al. [43] to de cr b
he se sory characteristics f products base  on intensity ratings of d scriptors. Sen ry
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative and qua titative sen o  dimen ions of
p oducts. In CP it is important to perfor  these pproache with an extensiv ly trained
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process c n be divided into three main s eps. The first step is the extensive
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Is the least t me-consuming
method [38].
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[21].
Limits fatigue [21]. 
Evaluates  la ger 
number of samples in 1 
sessio  [22]. 
No pecific tr in  
fo  participants. 
 Poss bili y of combi-
n ti n with a v balization 
t sk. 
Only pr vides a 
comp rative presentation 
f s les. 
 Is an intuitiv  tech-
nique for panelists but 
there a e poss ble diffic l-
ie  with regard to memo-
zati n a d criteria choice 





Coordi ates table f 
each sampl  
 MFA [36] 
 Le s time-c nsuming 
 No specific rai i g 
for partici a ts. 
 Possi ility f combi-
nation w t  ultr -flash 
rofiling. 





 CA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA 
 Globa  ap oach -
la ed to th cla sic tasting 
carri d out by profession-
als
 The ne to apply 
this eth d with pr fes-
sionals. 
4. Sens ry Space De crip  ( t p 3) 
Descri tiv  nsory naly es or d cri tive alyses enc s qu ntitative and 
qualitative ppr ach s, and lead t   sen ory d s ri t o  of roducts rou h an alyti-
c l judg m t. D cri tive analys s are mai ly ap i d i  se s ry profiles when a e-
tailed d script n f a duct’s ry a tributes is ough   whe  the ensory proper-
ti s  diff r t pro ucts have to be compar d. How ver, pending o  th  d criptive 
ech iques us d, t  senso  desc ption may  more or le  bj ctive, and may b  qual-
i ative or quantitative [42]. 
Two ai  escri tive methodologi s ar  g n rally consi ered acc rding to the way 
data are gathere  (gen ration of m ks a scale or termi ati n of escript r itatio  
frequ cie ), but mo ified pproach  hav  also been evelop d. All f them are umma-
rized i  T ble 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Method
Co vention l pr filing (CP), als  called onve tional desc iptive analysis or quanti-
t tive d scriptive lysis, is a classical method i troduced by Stone e  al. [43] to d scr b
h  se sory characteristics f products based on int n ity ratings of d scriptors. Sens ry
prof les are used to identify the main quali i  qu n it tiv enso y dimen ions f
p o uc s. In CP it is im ortant to erf rm thes  pproache with  xtensiv ly trained
panel in order  obtain consi tent nd reproducibl  result . 
The CP process c n be divid d into three mai  s ep . Th  first st p is the extensive
training of ors proposed by Dairou and Sieff rma n [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to clas ify them according to different modalities: visual 
sp ct, smelling, and tasting assessments. The d scriptors re pooled nd discussed with 
Is an easy desc iptive
method.
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comp ative present tion 
of sam les. 
 Is an intuitiv  tech-
nique f r panelists but 
there a e p ss ble diffic l-
ties with regard to emo-
ization a d criteria choice 





Coordinates table of 
each sampl  
 MFA [36]
 Less time-c nsuming 
 No specifi  train
for participants. 
 Poss bility f combi-
nation w th ultr -f a h 
profiling. 





 CA [9] 
 HCA 
 ANOVA
 Globa  ap oach r -
lated to t e cla sic tasting 
carri d out by profe sion-
als 
 The need to apply 
thi  me h d with profes-
sion ls. 
4. S nsory S ace De cripti n (Step 3)
Descriptive sen  analyses or descri tiv a alyse  enco pas qu ntitative and 
qualitative appro ches, and lea  to a en ory d scri t on of roducts rough an an lyti-
c l judgement. Descriptive analys s are ainly applied in sensory profiles when a de-
tailed scripti n of  pro uct’s s n ry attributes is ught or when the sensory proper
ies of different products ave o be c pared. How ver, depending on the descript v
e iques used, th  se or  description may be mor   l s obj ctive, and may b  qual-
itativ  or quantit tive [42]. 
Tw  m in descr tive me h dol gies ar  g nerally on i ered according to the way
d t  are gathered (gen ration of m rks on a scale or determinati n of descriptor citation 
freque ci s), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventio al Profiling Methods 
Conv ntional profiling (CP), also called c nv tional d scriptive analy is or quan i-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical method introduced by Stone et al. [43] to d scribe 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitative  qua tit tive sensory dimen ions f 
products. In CP it is important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
I the mo t sui able
meth d to combi e with
Na ping [38]
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Sor ing task 
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for participants. 
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natio  with  verbalization 
t sk. 
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comparative presentation 
of samples. 
Is an intui ive t ch-
niq e for panelists but 
there are possible difficul-
ties with regard to memo-
rization and criteria choice 
in the formation of 
groups. 
Projective map-
ping or N p-
ping [34] 
Coordina es table of 
each sample 
 MFA [36] 
 L ss tim -c ns ming 
 No specific training 
for p rticip nts. 
 Possibility of combi-
natio  with ultr -flash 
pr fili g. 
 cf. Sorting task 
Wine ex m-
plarity conce t 
assessme t [3] 
Inte sity rating 
 PCA [9] 
 CA 
 ANOVA 
 Globa  ap roach re-
lated to the cla sic t sting 
carried out b profession-
a s 
 The n ed to apply 
this met od with profes-
sionals. 
4. Sensory Space D cription (Ste  3) 
D scri tive senso y an lyses or s ri tive analyses encompass quant ative and
qu litative appro ches, and l a  t  a se sory d scripti n f products through an analy i-
c l judg ment. Descriptive a alyse  are m inly appli  in sens ry profiles when  de-
tailed desc iption of  product’s sensory attributes is sought or when the sensory proper-
ties of differ t pro ucts hav  to b compared. However, depending on the descriptive 
techniques us d, the se sory de criptio may be more or less objective, and may be qual-
itative r quantit ive [42].
Tw  m in desc iptive methodologies are g n rally considered according to the way 
data are gathered (gener tion of marks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
frequencies), b t modifie  approaches ave als  be n d veloped. All of them are summa-
rize  in Table 2. 
4.1. Co ventio al Profiling Methods 
C nventional profili  (CP), lso called c nv tional descriptive analysis or quanti-
tative descriptiv  analysi , i   clas ical etho  introd ced by Stone et al. [43] to d cribe 
the e ory char cter stics of p ucts based on intensity ratings of escriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to i entify the main qualitative and quantitative ensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is imp t t to perform t se appr aches with an extensively trained 
pan l in order to obtain consis ent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can b  divided into three main st ps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizi g the pan l with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. Th  assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify th m according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, sme ing, and tasting asses men s. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
Used only in combination
with Napping [57].
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Intensity ting 
 PCA [9] 
 HCA
 ANOVA
 Global approach re-
late  to th  cla sic tasting 
carried out  prof sion-
als 
 Th  need to apply 
this method w th profes-
sion ls. 
4. Sensory Space D cr p  (Step 3) 
Descriptive e s r  analyses or s ri tive a alyses encompass quantitative and 
qualit tive appro ches, a d lea  t  a sensory s i tion of products through an analyti-
cal judge ent. Desc iptive analyses are mainl applied in sensory profiles when a de-
ta led description of a roduct’s se ry attributes is s ught or when the sensory proper
ies of different products have to b  o pare . However, epending o the descript v
ech iques u e , th  se sory de criptio  may be more r less objective, and may b  qual-
itative r qu ntit ive [42]. 
Two m in escr ptive me h dologies are g n rally on idered acc rding to the ay
d ta are ga hered (ge er tion of m rks on a scale or determination of descriptor citation 
freque cies), but modifie  approaches ave also been develop d. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventio al Profili g Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), lso calle  c nventional descriptive analysis or quanti-
ative descriptive analysi , i   clas ical method in oduced by Stone et al. [43] to describe 
the sen ory char ct istics of products based on intensity ratings of descriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify t  main qualitativ  and quantitative sensory dimensions of 
products. In CP it is important to perform these appr aches with an extensively trained 
panel in order to obtain con istent a  reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into thre  main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors propose  by Dairou nd Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the prod ct’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
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 ANOVA
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4. Sensory Space Descriptio  (St p 3) 
Desc iptive s nsory a alyses r descrip ive analys s nc mpass quan it tive and
qual tative appro ches, and l a  to a sensor  d scri tion f products through  n lyti-
c l judgement. Descript ve alys s re inly i d in sen ry fi es when  d -
tailed d scripti n of  product’s s n ory attrib t s is o ght r when th  sensory p oper-
ties of differ nt prod cts have t  be compa . How ve , dep nding on the d scri t
ech iques u ed, the se sory description may b  mor or le s objectiv , and may be qual-
itative or qua titat ve [42]. 
Two main d s ri tive meth dologies ar  gen ra ly c n i ered according to h  w y
ata are ga red (generatio  of marks on a scale r d terminati n of descriptor ci atio
frequencies), but modified ap roaches have also be n d velop . All of th m ar  summ -
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conv ntional profiling (CP), also called conve tional d scriptive analy is or quan i-
tative descriptive analysis, is a classical metho  introduced by Stone et al. [43] to d crib  
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ratings of escriptors. Sensory 
profiles are used to identify the main qualitativ  and quantitative ensory dimensio s of 
products. In CP it is imp rt t t  perform th se approaches with an extensively trained 
pan l in order to obtain consistent and reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps.  first step is th  extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
CA
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tech iques used, the sensory description may b  more or le s objectiv , and may be qual-
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Two main descri tive methodologies ar  genera ly consi ered according to th  way 
data are gathered (g neration of marks on a scale or d terminati n of descriptor citatio  
freque cies), but modified approaches have also been developed. All of them are summa-
rized in Table 2. 
4.1. Conventional Profiling Methods 
Conventional profiling (CP), al o lled conv ntio al descriptive analysis r quan i-
tative descriptive analysis, is  classical method introduced by St ne et al. [43] to descr be 
the sensory characteristics of products based on intensity ra ings of d scriptors. Sensory
rofiles are used to identify the main qu litative nd quantitative s n ory dimensions of 
roducts. In CP it i  important to perform these approaches with an extensively trained 
panel in order t  obtain consistent  reproducible results. 
The CP process can be divided into three main steps. The first step is the extensive 
training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
begin by familiarizing the panel with the product’s sensory space, and a range of samples 
are presented to each articipant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perceptio  and to classify t em according to different mo alities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
HCA
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training of assessors proposed by Dairou and Sieffermann [44]. The training sessions 
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are presented to each participant individually. The assessors are asked to generate terms 
describing their perception and to classify them according to different modalities: visual 
aspect, smelling, and tasting assessments. The descriptors are pooled and discussed with 
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N ind cation regard
i t nsity of each attribute.
5. Conclus o s
The invent ry of conceptual and perceptu approaches involve thr e ma n m thods
tha can b u ed to denti y, define, and character ze i sensory spac with regard to
typicality, ag ng potenti , mi e ality, complex ty, wo y char ct r, etc.
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Conceptual approaches combined with sensory methods, such as sorting tasks or
Napping, can be used for this purpose. This type of sensory technique, based on similarity
and dissimilarity assessment, is useful for discriminating products and proving the exis-
tence of sensory boundaries between them. The sensory space of a product is thus defined
when sensory borders are well defined. However, the boundaries of this definition are
taster-dependent. Sorting tasks and Napping provide a spatial representation of sensory
products, potentially highlighting groups. Thus, samples that are close to each other are
considered similar from a sensory point of view. The sorting task and Napping are gener-
ally associated with a verbalization task to explain the assessors’ sorting strategy. These
sorting methods have the advantage of being very simple since they require no specific
training and can be quickly performed by assessors. However, such sensory methods
reveal an incomplete sensory description of samples, as participants do not use a wide and
accurate list of descriptors.
After determining the sensory boundaries of a sensory space, it is interesting to de-
scribe it using common perceptual approaches of descriptive analysis that include profiling
methods such as conventional profiling, free choice profiling, or flash profiling. Conven-
tional profiling provides a very accurate sensory characterization of samples. However,
the main disadvantage of this method compared to the others is that it is time-consuming
due to the use of extensive training to ensure that the terminology is used consistently.
Other descriptive methods have been proposed that are better adapted to use by wine
professional panels with global expertise in tasting.
Finally, the study of wine sensory spaces related to quality, identity, or typicality
could have applications in the promotion of wines to consumers, and often leads to
additional approaches dedicated to the characterization of compounds at the origin of
specific sensory expressions.
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